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INTRO \( \text{\(q\) = ca. 82} \)
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REFRAIN

We are many, yet we are one. We are separate, yet bound in his love. And together we are all his
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hands and his feet, bringing mercy and peace to this world.

We are many and one.

1. We are fallen but we are forgiven;
2. We are different as morning and evening,
3. We are brothers and sisters in spirit,
1. broken and scattered, yet being made whole
2. each of us living as we have been called,
3. found in all nations yet near to the Lord,
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1. by our redeemer, one Lord and one savior,
2. all of us seeking, each of us reaching to the
3. each one belonging, together now longing for
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1-3. shepherd who gathers us all, gathers us all. We are man-
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Mer-cy and peace to this world, bring-ing
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We are man-y and one—
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